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Vibrationally resolved absorption, emission and
resonance Raman spectra of diamondoids: a study
based on time-dependent correlation functions

Shiladitya Banerjee and Peter Saalfrank*

The time-dependent approach to electronic spectroscopy, as popularized by Heller and coworkers in

the 1980’s, is applied here in conjunction with linear-response, time-dependent density functional

theory to study vibronic absorption, emission and resonance Raman spectra of several diamondoids.

Two-state models, the harmonic and the Condon approximations, are used for the calculations, making

them easily applicable to larger molecules. The method is applied to nine pristine lower and higher

diamondoids: adamantane, diamantane, triamantane, and three isomers each of tetramantane and

pentamantane. We also consider a hybrid species ‘‘Dia = Dia’’ – a shorthand notation for a recently

synthesized molecule comprising two diamantane units connected by a CQC double bond. We resolve

and interpret trends in optical and vibrational properties of these molecules as a function of their size,

shape, and symmetry, as well as effects of ‘‘blending’’ with sp2-hybridized C-atoms. Time-dependent

correlation functions facilitate the computations and shed light on the vibrational dynamics following

electronic transitions.

1 Introduction

Diamondoids are a class of saturated hydrocarbons, made of
repeated units of interconnected cyclohexane rings.1–3 They can
be derived from the parent material diamond, by cutting out of
the crystal small subunits and saturating the cutting positions
with hydrogen. The simplest diamondoid is adamantane,
C10H16, with its cage comprising sp3-hybridized C atoms. The
next homologues are diamantane with two adamantane units,
C14H20, triamantane C18H24, tetramantane C22H28, pentamantane,
hexamantane and so forth.

Starting with tetramantane, one speaks of higher diamondoids,
in contrast to the lower diamondoids ada-, dia-, and triamantane.
The higher diamondoids have been known for years1 and have
always more than one structural isomer. For example, for
tetramantane there exist four different isomers, called [1(2)3],
[121] and two forms of [123] according to the so-called Balaban–
Schleyer notation.1 For diamondoids higher than tetramantane,
representatives belonging to the same family may have even
distinct atomic compositions, and thus molecular weights.3

Even if the sum formula is the same, different isomers exhibit
different shapes, and typically also different properties. For
example, the two tetramantanes [123] mentioned above are
enantiomers, i.e., molecules with different chirality.4

In general, diamondoids are chemically quite inert, hard
compounds, with high thermal conductivity.5 Further, they are
good (monochromatic) electron emitters with negative electron
affinity,6 wide-gap semiconductors, transparent, absorbing
light significantly around and above about 6 eV,7,8 i.e., in the
UV region. The diamondoids are excellent fluorescing materials,
known to fluoresce both in the solid state and in gas-phase. Due
to their flexible shape and composition and due to their ability to
be functionalized (see below), one hopes that these molecules
have tunable optical and electronic properties for possible
applications. A prerequisite for their rational design, however,
is the understanding of the optical properties of these materials,
based on optical spectroscopy and/or theory.

In this context, the optical gaps and optical absorption of nine
different, well-defined diamondoids (ada-, dia-, triamantane, the
three tetramantanes ([1(2)3], [121], [123]), two (of ten) penta- and
one hexamantane) have recently been measured in ref. 7. The
different species can be characterized not only according to their
size, but also their symmetry and shape: they form 1D, 2D, and
3D geometric families. Characteristic differences in absorption
spectra were found depending on the geometric family, with
the 3D structures exhibiting similar optical properties to the
parent compound, diamond. Some but not all, absorption
spectra showed sharp peaks, assigned to Rydberg states,7

and/or also a vibronic fine-structure was found for several
species. While the observations could partially be assigned to
structural features, symmetry and composition, a profound
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understanding of the optical spectra of diamondoids is still
lacking.

Pristine diamondoids have also been studied with respect to
their photoluminescence, i.e., fluorescence properties. For
instance, intrinsic, broad-band photoluminescence of adamantane
in the UV spectral region could be observed.9 A fine-structure in
the fluorescence spectrum at an excitation energy of Eex = 6.6 eV
vanishes at higher excitation energies.10 Also, the fluorescence of a
series of (eight) diamondoids up to pentamantane has meanwhile
been measured.10 For these compounds, the fluorescence maxima
depend on size and shape of the diamondoid in question, ranging
from 6.1 eV for adamantane to about 5.5 eV for [123]tetramantane.
Some of the emission spectra show vibrational progressions,
others are structureless. Again, the precise origin of these features
is essentially unknown and requires further attention.

Diamondoids were also characterized by other spectroscopic
methods. Schreiner et al. measured both optical and vibrational
circular dichroism to distinguish the two enantiomeric forms
of [123]tetramantane.4 Further, besides Raman spectra quite
recently also resonance Raman (rR) spectra of diamondoids
have been determined.11 Resonance Raman spectra give, unlike
pure vibrational or electronic spectroscopy, simultaneous
information on both, vibrational and electronic excitation in
molecular systems.

To the best of our knowledge, no calculation of rR spectra of
diamondoids has been presented so far. In fact, apart from the
work cited above, almost all quantum chemical calculations up
to now refer to molecules in their electronic ground states.12

If excited states were considered, e.g., for absorption spectra,
this was usually done to arrive at vertical excitation energies
only, without any vibrational fine-structure or inter-state couplings
included.13 Also, HOMO–LUMO gaps (or fundamental gaps in the
case of solid-state calculations) are often used as simplified
measures for optical properties.14 While vibronics were hardly ever
considered, Stokes shifts, on the other hand, i.e., the energy
difference between vertical excitation and de-excitation energies
due to different ground and excited state geometries, have been
computed for selected pristine diamondoids.13

In order to systematically tune properties and arrive at
functional nano-devices, pristine diamondoids are not the first
choice: their properties depend on size and shape, but sometimes in
an unforeseen way and to an extent which may be insufficient.
Different strategies were suggested to chemically modify
diamondoids resulting in hopefully specific functionality.
Among these strategies are the following:

(i) ‘‘Doping’’, e.g., replacing CH2 groups by isoelectronic O,
or CH groups by isoelectronic N atoms. For example, replacing
all four CH units in adamantane by N gives urotropine
C6N4H12, whose absorption is altered and fluorescence is
quenched in comparison to adamantane.9,15

(ii) ‘‘Electronic blending’’, e.g., combining/connecting diamondoid
subunits with unsaturated hydrocarbons containing sp2-hybri-
dized C atoms. An example is a molecule which we call Dia = Dia
below, in which two diamantanes are connected by a CQC unit.
More complicated species containing unsaturated subunits have
been synthesized.16 Due to the enormous richness of synthetic

possibilities and the fact that saturated subunits have entirely
different electronic and optical properties than those with
de-localized p-electrons, a great variety of properties can be
expected for ‘‘electronically blended’’ hybrids – presently largely
unexplored.

(iii) ‘‘Functionalizing’’, i.e., attaching functional groups such
as alcohol, thiol,17,18 ester, cyano, amine, carboxyl, or introducing
CQS units19 to/instead of one or several of the CH or CH2 units of
the diamondoid. It is the hope to tune properties by using either
electron donors or acceptors. For example, a theoretical prediction
states that by introducing surface CQS units into diamondoids,
their absorption onset can be shifted from the UV to the IR
region.19

It is the purpose of the present paper to shed light on optical
properties and excited states of several pristine diamondoids of
increasing size, trying to explore and explain trends. This will
be done for the lowest five diamondoids up to pentamantane,
with formula C26H32. For diamondoids with isomers, we con-
sider different isomeric forms. In general, we are interested in
effects of size, shape, and symmetry of the diamondoids on
their optical and vibronic properties. For this purpose, vertical
and vibronically resolved spectra (for the lowest accessible
excited states) will be considered to understand the vibrational
fine-structure in absorption and emission spectra. Differences
in HOMO–LUMO gaps, vertical excitation/de-excitation energies
and non-vertical absorption/emission spectra, i.e., different
measures for ‘‘optical gaps’’, can be analyzed in this way.
Further, we also study resonance Raman spectra of selected
diamondoids, which provide further insight into electronic/
vibrational excitations. As an example for a sp2/sp3 hybrid
diamondoid, we investigate the Dia = Dia dimer. Here, a clear
resonance is observed for the REP (Raman Excitation Profile) of
the CQC vibration. As mentioned, vibronically resolved emission/
absorption spectra as well as rR spectra of certain diamondoids are
available and will be/are being prepared for publication.10,11 While
not the main focus of our work, a comparison of the basic features
of these spectra to ours will occassionally be given in the text below.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, methods
used in this work to compute vibrationally resolved absorption
and emission spectra, as well as resonance Raman spectra, are
described. All of these methods are based on time-dependent
density functional theory in the linear-response regime, and on
time-dependent correlation functions to efficiently compute
spectra. The harmonic approximation is used for ground and
excited states. In Section 3, results are presented and discussed.
A final Section 4 concludes and summarizes this work.

2 Methods

The calculations of vibronic absorption, emission and resonance
Raman (rR) spectra have been done based on time-dependent
correlation function methods as popularized by Heller in the
1980s.20,21 Since then, the method has found wide applications in
spectroscopy22–24 as an alternative to the time-independent, Franck–
Condon approach.25 Also non-radiative transitions were treated
using correlation function approaches.26,27 In many examples
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so far, and also here, the harmonic approximation was made
for ground and excited states. In the excited states, geometry
displacements, frequency alterations, and Duschinsky rotation
were accounted for in this work, i.e., the IMDHOFAD model
(Independent Mode Displaced Harmonic Oscillator with Fre-
quency Alteration and Duschinsky rotation) was used in all
what follows.28

Ground and excited state geometry optimizations and
normal mode analyses were performed with the help of
hybrid density functional theory (DFT) and linear-response
time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT). Unless otherwise stated, we
have used the B3LYP functional29 and a TZVP (Triple Zeta
Valence Polarised) basis set30 for our calculations. Most calcu-
lations were done with the GAUSSIAN09 program package.31

The normal modes and the vibrational frequencies were used
to calculate the dimensionless origin shifts (between the
ground state and excited state potential energy surfaces), the
Duschinsky matrix and subsequently the spectra, using a
FORTRAN code developed earlier.28 Vibronic analysis was also
done for lowest (optically bright) excited singlet states. For
higher-excited states, only vertical excitation energies were
computed using TD-DFT.

In this work, we use the time-dependent correlation function
approach for vibronic absorption, emission (fluorescence) as
well as rR spectra involving two shifted harmonic singlet
potential energy surfaces g and e. In all cases, the Condon
approximation is made, i.e., the transition-dipole moment
which depends on all nuclear degrees of freedom, �R, is
approximated as

�meg(�R) = �meg,0 (1)

where �meg,0 is the transition dipole at a reference geometry. The
latter is chosen as the equilibrium geometries of the ground
state g in the case of absorption and rR spectra, and of the
excited state e in the case of emission, respectively.

For the vibronic absorption spectrum, we calculate a cross
section for excitation from the initial vibrational state |fg

i
(0)i in

the ground electronic state, g, by (we use atomic units with �h = 1
throughout)20,22

sabs;iðoLÞ ¼
4poL

3c
jm

eg;0
j2Re

ð1
0

hfg
i ð0Þje�iĤetfg

i ð0Þi

� ei oL�E0þEg
ið Þte�Gtdt:

(2)

Here, oL is the incident light frequency, c the velocity of light
in a vacuum, E0 the adiabatic minima separation energy
between the ground and excited states, and Eg

i
is the vibrational

energy of initial state |fg
i
(0)i. Note that in the multi-atom case,

|fg
i
(0)i is a product wave-function comprising 3N � 6 harmonic

oscillator functions for each individual normal mode, where N
is the number of atoms. At T = 0 K, only the vibrational ground
state i = 0 (more precisely: i1 = i2 =� � �= iF = 0) contributes to the
total spectrum. Further, e�iĤetfg

i
(0) is a time-dependent wave-

packet obtained by propagating the initial state under the
influence of the field-free, excited state nuclear Hamiltonian
Ĥe. Also, Re denotes the real part and G is a damping (lifetime,

broadening) factor for the excited state. Similarly, the fluores-
cence emission cross section is given by

semi;iðoLÞ ¼
4poL

3

3c
jm

eg;0
j2Re

ð1
0

hfe
i ð0Þje�iĤgtfe

i ð0Þi

� ei oLþE0þEe
ið Þte�Gtdt:

(3)

Here, |fe
i (0)i is now the product of 3N � 6 excited-state

normal modes, which are propagated under the influence of
the field-free ground state Hamiltonian, Ĥg.

Finally, the resonance Raman cross section is calculated as20,21

sRR
i!f ðoLÞ ¼

8poLoS
3

9c4

X
q;q0
jaqq

0

i!f j
2 (4)

where oS is the scattered frequency and aqq
0

i!f are the components

of the Raman polarizability tensor (q,q0 = x, y, z). In the time-
dependent formalism, the latter is given as

aqq
0

i!f ¼ mqeg;0m
q
eg;0

ð1
0

hfg
f ð0Þje

�iĤetfg
i ð0Þiei oL�E0þEg

ið Þte�~Gtdt: (5)

Here, |fg
f
(0)i is the stationary final vibrational wave-function

and the other quantities are as mentioned previously (~G is a
special broadening factor used for rR spectra, see below). In
practice, we are interested in i = 0 - f = 1 scattering within a
given mode. In selected cases, we have also tested overtone
excitations, however, this has only a minor impact in most
regions of the rR spectra, so these calculations are not further
mentioned here.

To calculate the vibronic absorption and emission cross
sections, we need autocorrelation functions, e.g., for absorption
at T = 0 K,

I0(t) = hfg
0(0)|e�iĤetfg

0(0)i (6)

is required, and a similar correlation function for emission. For
the Raman amplitude, the relevant cross-correlation function is

I10(t) = hfg
1(0)|e�iĤetfg

0(t)i. (7)

In the harmonic approximation, quasi-analytic expressions
are available for these quantities (see, e.g., ref. 28 and references
therein). These expressions exist for IMDHO (Independent Mode
Displaced Harmonic Oscillator), IMDHOFA (IMDHO with Frequency
Alteration), and IMDHOFAD (IMDHOFA with Duschinsky rotation)
models, the latter of which is used here throughout. (The other, less
complete models have been tested as well. They can be useful in
cases where a full IMDHOFAD calculation cannot be done, and are
not further mentioned here.) To evaluate the required (cross)
correlation functions, the following ingredients are needed: the
equilibrium geometries of ground and excited states �R

g
0 and �R

e
0,

the vibrational frequencies og
1,. . .,og

3N�6 and oe
1,. . .,oe

3N�6 of normal
vibrations of g and e, and finally also the corresponding normal
modes. Further details are summarized in Appendix A.

The cross-correlation function I10 for Raman amplitudes, for
example, can also be written as a (3N � 6)-dimensional vector
with components for each of the normal modes of the mole-
cule. By Fourier transforming each component n of �I10, we get
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the Raman Excitation Profile (REP) along this particular mode n
as a function of the excitation frequency oL, i.e., a signal
sRR
0102 ���0n���03N�6!0102���1n���03N�6ðoLÞ. We can also compute the

Raman spectrum, i.e., including each mode, at a fixed excita-
tion frequency, as a function of the Raman shift (i.e., the
vibrational frequency).

Autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions are com-
puted on time grids with Dt = 0.3 fs and up to 131 072 points
(giving a total propagation time of about 39 ps). The damping
factors G correspond to Lorentzian line broadenings. They were
chosen as G = 200 cm�1 for the vibronic absorption/emission

spectrum in most cases and ~G = variable for rR spectra. In the
latter case, they account for broadening of the spectrum as a
function of oL. When calculating rR spectra as a function of
vibrational frequencies instead, at a fixed oL, a stick spectrum
is obtained for which another (Lorentzian) broadening �G has to
be used. Below we will mostly choose �G = 10 cm�1.

3 Results
3.1 Lower diamondoids: adamantane, diamantane, and
triamantane

We begin by studying the effect of system size of diamondoids
on absorption and emission spectra, by considering the lower-
diamond series adamantane (C10H16, henceforth also abbre-
viated as ‘‘Ada’’), diamantane (C14H20, ‘‘Dia’’) and triamantane
(C18H24, ‘‘Tria’’). Optimized (B3LYP/TZVP) ground electronic
state geometries, along with selected atom numbering, are
shown in Fig. 1.

3.1.1 ‘‘Vertical’’ absorption. In order to arrive at optical
absorption spectra, we use different approaches. First, we
compute vertical excitation spectra by using TD-DFT and broad-
ening the resulting stick spectra by Lorentzians, i.e.,

sabsðoLÞ ¼
C

p

X
a

fa
g

ðoL � oaÞ2 þ g2
: (8)

Here, fa is the oscillator strength for the transition from the
ground state to excited state a, oa is the corresponding transition
energy, g the Lorentzian width (different from those chosen for
vibronically resolved spectra), and C is a constant. We chose
C = 1 arbitrarily and g = 0.5 eV (4033 cm�1). In practice, the first
ten excited singlet states of each molecule were calculated

using TD-B3LYP/TZVP. The result for Ada, Dia, Tria is shown
in Fig. 2, upper panel.

From there, we first of all note that appreciable absorption
sets in at energies of around 7 eV. The overall trend is such that
the regions where absorption is maximal shift continuously to
the red when going from adamantane to diamantane and then
triamantane, suggesting the order Ada > Dia > Tria. In the case
of adamantane, there is a shoulder at lower energies (slightly
above 7 eV). While these observations are in qualitative agreement
with previous measurements,7,32 the optical gaps determined there

Fig. 1 The optimized ground electronic state of adamantane (a), diamantane (b) and triamantane (c), optimized at the B3LYP/TZVP level. The larger balls
represent carbon atoms and the smaller balls represent hydrogen atoms. Some atoms have been numbered for reference later in the text.

Fig. 2 The broadened (g = 0.5 eV, C = 1) vertical excitation spectra
(curves, right scale) and oscillator strengths (sticks, left scale) of adaman-
tane, diamantane, and triamantane (upper panel), of three isomers of
tetramantane (middle panel) and three isomers of pentamantane (lower
panel). All at the (TD-)B3LYP/TZVP level of theory, calculated with the first
ten excited states.
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are lower than anticipated from Fig. 2, upper panel, namely 6.49 eV
(adamantane), 6.40 eV (diamantane), and 6.06 eV (triamantane),
respectively. In that reference, the optical gap was determined
from the integrated oscillator strength, introducing a threshold
of 5 � 10�4. Also, the fine-structure found in ref. 7 and 32 is not
reproduced in our simple picture. In this context, we would like
to mention that the use of the Minnesota functionals33 with
greater Hartree–Fock exchange, like the M06-2X functional and
the same basis set (TZVP), shifts the calculated values by about
0.7 eV further to the blue.

To gain more detailed insight, in Table 1 we show the
vertical excitation energies and computed oscillator strengths
for the three compounds, determined by TD-B3LYP/TZVP. We
note that in none of the examples non-vanishing oscillator
strengths are found below 6.74 eV, at least if broadening effects
are neglected. For adamantane, the onset is at 7.32 eV, for
diamantane it is at 7.61 eV, and 6.74 eV for triamantane (shown
in bold in the table). From this criterion alone, one would expect
the (wrong) order Dia > Ada > Tria. The reason why diamantane
has a larger gap than expected, at least for un-broadened, vertical
spectra, is that its lowest three excited states S1 to S3 are optically
dark by symmetry, in contrast to the corresponding transitions
in adamantane and triamantane. From Table 1 we recognize
the well-known feature that in the highly symmetric molecules
(Ada, point group Td, and Dia, D3d), due to the presence of
degenerate irreducible representations also degenerate excited
states arise. For instance, the HOMO of adamantane (B3LYP/
TZVP, Kohn–Sham orbital) is threefold degenerate (T2 symmetry),
and the HOMO � 1 of diamantane is twofold degenerate
(Eg symmetry). This is in contrast to triamantane, which has only
C2v symmetry and no degenerate irreducible representations. (Note
that in the practical calculations without symmetry restrictions, as
here, slight deviations from perfect degeneracies occur.)

For adamantane, the lowest three (almost) degenerate
excited states at around 7.32 eV account for the lowest-energy
absorptions, but a more intense contribution comes from a
triply degenerate excited state at 8.47 eV. These can be compared
to the experimental spectrum, where peaks are observed between
(7–8) eV and about 8.5 eV, though these peaks exhibit many

sharp features arising from Rydberg states,7,34 which TD-B3LYP
does not calculate properly. For diamantane, the HOMO
(A1g) - LUMO (A1g) is symmetry-forbidden, in agreement with
findings from ref. 7, because in D3d, the dipole operator trans-
forms as (Eu,A2u). Also the HOMO � 1 (Eg) - LUMO (A1g)
transition is forbidden. As a consequence, the first available
excited state involves a weak HOMO (A1g) - LUMO + 1 (A2u)
transition at around 7.6 eV (see Table 1, last line). The strongest
contributions to the vertical excitation spectrum come from two
degenerate excited states at 7.84 eV. For triamantane, again, the
HOMO - LUMO transition results in the first available excited
state at 6.74 eV. The vertical spectrum shows peaks between
6.7–7.6 eV. The most intense transition corresponds to S9 at
7.60 eV. Comparison of the vertical spectra of the three mole-
cules shows the common trend of a weak allowed transition at
lower excitation energy, and an intense transition at relatively
higher energy.

3.1.2 Vibronic effects on absorption and emission spectra.
To study vibronic effects on absorption (and emission spectra),
for the low-energy states at least, we now consider the lowest
‘‘bright’’ excited state as the excited state e in the two-state
models introduced in Section 2. These are states S1 for adamantane
and triamantane, and state S4 in the case of diamantane. The
vibronic spectra of the three diamondoids considered so far are
shown in Fig. 3 (left), revealing the following effects.

1. The main maxima of the vibronically resolved absorption
spectra (DEvibro) are shifted with respect to the vertical transition
energies DEvert, by several tenths of an eV to the red. For
adamantane, the maximum is at 6.84 eV, and the vertical
transition energy is at 7.32 eV. It should be said, though, that
the maxima of vibronic spectra depend on the chosen broadening
factors (see also Appendix B). For diamantane and triamantane,
similar red-shifts are observed. The vertical transition energies,
maxima of absorption signals, and HOMO–LUMO gaps
(HOMO–LUMO + 1 in the case of diamantane), DEHL, are tabulated
in Table 2.

From the table we note that vertical transition energies and
HOMO–LUMO gaps (or orbital energy differences for lowest
‘‘allowed’’ transitions) are no good measures for the optical
gap. The latter are by about 0.3–0.5 eV too large compared to
maxima of absorption signals, the former by 1.0–1.3 eV.
The adiabatic 0–0 transition energies DE0–0 agree better with
DEvibro, being about 0.3 eV too low.

2. The absorption spectra are considerably broadened due to
vibronic effects, with a band for the g - e transition spreading
now over about 1 eV or more. The 0–0 transition is, of course,
the lowest-energy excitation, amounting to 6.54 eV for Ada.
The computed classical, adiabatic minima separation between
S0 and S1 of adamantane is 6.88 eV, i.e., zero-point energy
corrections are significant.

3. The absorption bands are characterized by a rich vibronic
fine-structure. For adamantane, the first three peaks are at 6.54 eV
(0–0), 6.69 eV, 6.84 eV and 6.95 eV. The vibrational progression
corresponds to an energy spacing of about 0.15–0.16 eV.
This suggests a frequency o of about 1200–1300 cm�1. A corres-
ponding vibrational period t = 2p/o is between 27.5 and 25.8 fs.

Table 1 The vertical transition energies and oscillator strengths for the
first 10 states of adamantane, diamantane, and triamantane. The last line
gives the dominant orbital contribution of the lowest allowed transition
(l.a.t., indicated in bold in the table, H = HOMO, L = LUMO)

Ada (Td) Dia (D3d) Tria (C2v)

State a oa (eV) fa oa (eV) fa oa (eV) fa

1 7.3223 0.0064 6.9696 0.0000 6.7430 0.0078
2 7.3227 0.0063 7.1297 0.0000 6.9349 0.0011
3 7.3232 0.0064 7.1300 0.0000 7.0544 0.0002
4 8.3673 0.0000 7.6115 0.0021 7.3320 0.0097
5 8.3675 0.0000 7.7516 0.0146 7.4281 0.0000
6 8.3677 0.0000 7.7520 0.0146 7.4339 0.0075
7 8.4070 0.0000 7.8437 0.0403 7.4929 0.0000
8 8.4073 0.0000 7.8438 0.0404 7.5005 0.0016
9 8.4546 0.0000 7.8660 0.0000 7.6019 0.0397
10 8.4703 0.1040 7.9168 0.0222 7.6162 0.0194
l.a.t. H (T2) - L (A1) H (A1g) - L + 1 (A2u) H (T2) - L (A1)
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For diamantane and triamantane, the absorption spectra show a
more pronounced vibrational fine-structure than adamantane,
but otherwise similar spacings and vibrational periods: for Tria,
they are roughly the same as for Ada, while for Dia, the spacings
are between 0.16 and 0.17 eV (1300–1370 cm�1), respectively.

4. Similar behavior is observed for the emission spectra.
They are broadened, shifted (now to the blue relative to vertical
transitions from e to g), and show rich vibronic fine-structure.
The main maxima of emission spectra are shifted with respect
to the absorption maxima, by up to about 1 eV.

The reason for this behavior can be understood from the
autocorrelation functions. The autocorrelation functions for
absorption, hfg

0|e�iĤet|fg
0i, are shown in Fig. 2(d)–(f ). One

observes a fast initial decay on a timescale t0: the absolute
value of the correlation function reaches 1/2 for the first time

after 2.6 fs (Ada), 3.4 fs (Dia), and 3.2 fs (Tria). This determines
the width of the envelope function of the absorption spectrum,
up to pre-factors according to DE B 1/t0, and explains why the
spectrum of Ada is broader than those of Dia and Tria:
obviously, the excited wave-packet moves faster away from the
Franck–Condon region in Ada than in Dia and Tria. The main
position of the absorption signal is determined, of course, by
the energy difference between ground and excited states, which
shows up as fast oscillations (in the real and imaginary parts) of
the correlation function. For Ada, these fast oscillations have a
period of 0.61 fs, corresponding to an energy of 6.8 eV. For Dia
and Tria, the fast periods are about 0.55 fs and 0.66 fs,
corresponding to about 7.5 and 6.3 eV, respectively.

Secondly, one finds recurrences on a timescale t = 25 – 26.5 fs
depending on species, as reported as ‘‘t(abs)’’ values in Table 2.
A corresponding ‘‘effective vibrational frequency’’ o(abs) =
2p/t(abs) is also given in the table. It nicely reflects the energy
spacings in the vibronically resolved absorption spectra, ranging
from 1260 cm�1 (0.156 eV, for Ada) to 1360 cm�1 (0.169 eV, for
Dia). The recurrences vanish more rapidly for adamantane than
for diamantane and triamantane, leading to less pronounced
vibronic fine-structure in its Fourier transform. Note that the
decay of the recurrences is a system-specific, dynamical effect,
since the same broadening G has been used for all species.

Analogous observations are made for emission spectra, and their
correlation functions hfe

0|e�iĤgt|fe
0i. Also for them, characteristic

recurrence times t are observed, which are in the range t(emi) =
24.0–24.6 fs (see Table 2). The corresponding characteristic energies
o(emi) are in a range between 1360–1390 cm�1, or about 0.17 eV.

Fig. 3 Left column: the vibronic absorption and emission spectra of adamantane (a), diamantane (b), and triamantane (c), using B3LYP/TZVP/
IMDHOFAD. The maximal intensities of each spectrum are normalized to 1. Lorentzian broadening was used with G = 200 cm�1 in all cases. In all of
the three spectra, the dashed vertical lines represent the 0–0 transition and the vertical transition energies, respectively. The right column (d)–(f) shows
the corresponding correlation functions hfg

0|e�iĤet|fg
0i (real and absolute parts), as well as the decay function e�Gt.

Table 2 Different measures for the optical gap of lower diamondoids,
obtained from B3LYP/TZVP: HOMO–LUMO gap DEHL (HOMO–LUMO + 1
in the case of diamantane), 0–0 transition energy DE0–0, vertical transition
energy DEvert, and maximum of the vibronic absorption spectrum, DEvibro.
All energies DE in eV. Columns 6 and 7 give the characteristic recurrence
time t (in fs) of the correlation function for absorption, and the corres-
ponding vibrational frequency o (in cm�1) in the vibronically resolved
absorption spectrum (see the text). The last two columns give the same
information for emission

Molecule DEHL DE0–0 DEvert DEvibro

t (abs)
(fs)

o (abs)
(cm�1)

t (emi)
(fs)

o (emi)
(cm�1)

Ada 8.15 6.54 7.32 6.84 26.5 1260 24.6 1360
Dia 8.37 7.23 7.61 7.39 24.6 1360 24.0 1390
Tria 7.49 6.16 6.74 6.31 25.0 1330 24.3 1370
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In Appendix B, we analyze in detail the emission spectrum and the
correlation function for triamantane. There, different broad-
ening factors G will also be considered. A conclusion is that a
particularly good agreement with experimental luminescence
spectra32 is obtained for G B 50–200 cm�1, which is why we
chose G in this range. In Appendix B it is also shown that for too
small broadening factors G, new vibrational fine-structures
come up, which are not clearly resolved in experiment. These
correspond to longer ‘‘beating times’’ t2, t3,. . ., leading to
lower-frequency modes with characteristic energy spacings
DE2, DE3. . .. The associated wavenumbers are in the order of
a few hundred wavenumbers, and not further analyzed here.

The vibrational progression in emission is dominated by
ground state vibrations, while the fine-structure of absorption
spectra is determined by excited state vibrations. In the excited
state, the relevant vibrations are slightly ‘‘softer’’, making
vibrational periods longer. Analyzing the vibrational frequencies
in ground and excited states, respectively, we find that typically
several of them are in the appropriate range spanned by the
respective o values, however, always with similar character.
As an example we show in Fig. 4 mode 76 of the excited state
S1 of triamantane, with a frequency of 1320 cm�1. This is close to
the o value of 1330 cm�1 in Table 2. The mode strongly
contributes to the vibronic fine-structure of the absorption
spectrum of triamantane in Fig. 3(c). This interpretation will
also be supported by analyzing rR spectra, vide infra. The mode
describes a complicated combination of H–C–H (methylene)
bending, C–H wagging and C–C stretching motions of
triamantane, which are enforced upon electronic excitation of
the molecule. A similar ground state mode (also mode 76,
o = 1355 cm�1) can be found (Fig. 4, right), close to o(emi) of
Table 2, which dominates the fine-structure of the emission
spectrum of Tria.

The excited modes are related to geometric distortions upon
electronic transitions. Upon electronic excitation, changes are
moderate for several geometric parameters, but not for all.
This leads to the observed differences between vertical and
non-vertical excitation energies in Table 2. Selected bond
lengths are reported in Table 3. The dihedral angles, though

not mentioned here, do not show any appreciable change in
moving from the ground state to the excited state. The C–C
bond lengths for the diamondoids in the optimized ground
states lie in the range of 1.53–1.54 Å, in the same range as in
diamond, also consistent with previous findings.7 The C–H
bond lengths lie in the range of 1.096 to 1.100 Å for all
molecules. In the excited states, some of the C–C bonds are
elongated, others contracted, mostly by small amounts. A clear
exception is the C4–C5 bond of adamantane (atom numbering
according to Fig. 1), which increases to 1.66 Å, i.e., by 0.12 Å.
Also, the C2–C1 (and C8–C7) bonds stretch a bit, to 1.569 Å. In
the excited state, the symmetry of adamantane is reduced from
Td to Cs. Note that C–C elongation in the order of 0.1 Å for some
bonds was found for adamantane upon ionization.35 In the Ada
cation, however, all three C–C bonds parallel to one of the C–H
bonds (i.e., bonds C4–C5, C2–C1, C8–C7 in Fig. 1(a)) were
elongated by the same amount, leading to C3v symmetry.

3.1.3 Resonance Raman spectra. We also computed resonance
Raman spectra of the three diamondoids considered so far, using
the B3LYP/TZVP/IMDHOFAD model. The rR spectra are shown in
Fig. 5(a)–(c), at different excitation wavelengths. The excitation
wavelengths have been chosen to be close to the absorption
maxima DEvibro of each molecule, cf. Table 2.

The spectrum of adamantane (Fig. 5(a)) shows many peaks, the
most prominent ones being at around 1340 cm�1 and 970 cm�1,
in particular the former with strong contributions from bending
motions of different methylene groups and 650 cm�1, corre-
sponding to twisting motions of the cyclohexane rings. The
mode at 1340 cm�1 is (ground state) mode number 42. Its
frequency is close to the frequency o = 1360 cm�1 obtained
from the characteristic recurrence time t(emi) in the emission
spectrum of adamantane, cf. Table 2. Hence, there is a tight
connection between the intensity of the rR signal for the mode
which is probed, and the mode(s) which is (are) excited during
photoluminescence. The same effect is seen in the rR spectra of
diamantane and triamantane, respectively. For the latter, the
most intense peak is the one corresponding to ground state
mode 76, with a frequency of 1355 cm�1 – the mode of Fig. 4
(right) of above.

In Fig. 5(a)–(c), the most intense peaks corresponding to
every excitation frequency oL were normalized to 1 in order to
visualize the rR spectra for several excitation wavelengths in a
single graph. In reality the peak intensities are strong functions

Fig. 4 Left: mode 76 of the excited state (left) of triamantane, with a
frequency of 1320 cm�1. The mode makes a strong contribution to the
vibronic fine-structure of the absorption spectrum of triamantane. Right:
Mode 76 of the ground state (right) of triamantane, with a frequency of
1355 cm�1, with a strong contribution to the vibronic fine-structure of the
emission spectrum.

Table 3 Selected bond lengths (in Å) for the lower diamondoids, opti-
mized on the B3LYP/TZVP level of theory. Labels g and e refer to the
ground and first accessible, excited electronic states respectively. Fig. 1
explains the numbering of the atoms

Molecule Bond Value (g) Value (e)

Ada C3–C4 1.540 1.515
C4–C5 1.540 1.663
C2–C1 (C8–C7) 1.540 1.569
C5–H50 1.094 1.108

Dia C3–C2 1.536 1.519
C2–C1 1.547 1.521

Tria C14–C15 1.537 1.520
C15–C18 1.537 1.520
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of oL, reflecting the resonant nature of the process. In Fig. 5(d)–(f )
we show the Raman excitation profile (REP) for the mode(s) at
1340 cm�1 (for Ada), 1355 cm�1 (for Dia), and 1355 cm�1 (for Tria),
which dominate the rR spectra in most cases, as a function of oL.
As expected, the profiles show maximal signals around the
electronic excitation energies of the molecules, cf. Table 2.
When adopting the same broadening as for absorption spectra
( �G = G = 200 cm�1), the REP spectra of the selected modes are
strikingly similar to the vibronic absorption spectra of Fig. 3.
Thus, the absorption process seems to be a decisive determinant for
the Raman signal of the selected modes at around 1300 cm�1.
Conversely, these modes (or their counterparts in the excited state)
determine the vibrational fine-structure of absorption and emission
spectra, at least under the chosen spectral resolution. The peaks
in the REP spectra correspond to cases when the selected
vibration is much intensified relative to other vibrations in the
rR spectrum. Away from these peaks, the intensities of other
peaks gain importance. For instance, in the rR spectrum of
triamantane (Fig. 4(c)) several peaks are of similar intensity at
oL = 6.31 eV. In actual experiments, the fine-structure seen in the
theoretical REP spectra may not be well resolved. In Fig. 4(d)–(f ),
we also show the REP spectra for the most intense Raman

modes, when a broadening factor ~G ¼ 1200 cm�1 was used.
Then, the REP spectra are structureless, but they still indicate
a clear resonant behavior.

In passing we note that the Duschinsky rotation affects the
relative intensities of some of the peaks, and should therefore
be taken into account. For example, for Ada at an excitation
energy of 6.69 eV, modes corresponding to the stretching
vibration of different sets of C–H bonds (beyond 3000 cm�1,

not shown here) show considerably high intensity with
Duschinsky rotation, but not without.

Finally we stress the well-known fact that IR, ordinary (non-
resonant) Raman and resonant Raman spectra can be quite
different. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6, for adamantane. The
upper curve shows the IR spectrum, the middle panel the
ordinary Raman spectrum (calculated from static polarizabilities),
and the last panel the rR spectra for various excitation wavelengths
again, calculated within the IMDHOFAD model. In this example,
mode 42 at 1340 cm�1 which dominates the rR spectrum in most
cases is practically dark in the IR spectrum and also weak in the
ordinary Raman spectrum. The resonant enhancement of certain
peaks makes rR spectroscopy a sensitive tool to study diamondoids.

3.2 Higher diamondoids: isomers of tetramantane and
pentamantane

In ref. 7, also the effects of symmetry and shape of higher
diamondoids, which come in different isomeric forms, were
investigated. For instance, out of the four possible isomers (see
above) of tetramantane (Tetra), C22H28, three structural isomers
[121], [123], and [1(2)3] (one isomer) were studied. These are, in
this order, precursors for one dimensional (1D), two-dimensional
(2D) and three-dimensional (3D) higher homologues. We will
therefore denote these species also as Tetra-1D, Tetra-2D, and
Tetra-3D, respectively. The ground electronic states of all three
molecules were optimized using B3LYP/TZVP, with geometries
shown in Fig. 7, left column. The respective point groups are C2h,
C2, and C3v.

Further, we also considered three isomers of pentamantane
of composition C26H32, which also form precursors to 1D, 2D,

Fig. 5 The rR spectra of adamantane (a), diamantane (b) and triamantane (c) using B3LYP/TZVP/IMDHOFAD, for two different excitation energies oL,
each. In this and all subsequent rR spectra, the intensities are scaled with respect to the maximum intensity for each oL, which is taken as 1. The rR
broadening parameter �G was 10 cm�1. Panels (d)–(f) are REP spectra of the most intense rR modes, at around 1350 cm�1 (precise wavenumbers have
been mentioned). The solid lines in (d)–(f) are for a REP broadening factor of ~G ¼ 200 cm�1, the dashed one for ~G ¼ 1200 cm�1.
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and 3D structures. These are [1212] (also ‘‘Penta-1D’’, C2v),
[1234] (‘‘Penta-2D’’, C2), [1(2,3)4] (‘‘Penta-3D’’, Td). The ground
electronic states of all three molecules were also optimized
using B3LYP/TZVP, with geometries shown in Fig. 7, right
column.

In the middle and lower panels of Fig. 2, the vertical
excitation spectra (stick spectra and broadened spectra) are
shown for the Tetra and Penta isomers under investigation. For
Tetra-1D the HOMO - LUMO, (HOMO � 1) - LUMO and
(HOMO � 2) - LUMO transitions are all dipole-forbidden due
to symmetry reasons and the first bright excited state is S3,
which is a HOMO - (LUMO + 1) transition, at an excitation
energy of 6.96 eV. For the two other isomers of tetramantane,
the first excited state is bright, which is a HOMO - LUMO
transition, at around 6.65 eV for both isomers. There are more
degeneracies in the electronic states for the 3D isomer as
compared to 1D and 2D isomers. Other than that, the three
spectra of the tetramantanes are not dramatically different
from each other, and also not from Ada, Dia, Tria as shown
above. A main trend is that the absorption spectra of the

tetramantanes are shifted slightly to the red relative to the lower
diamondoids, as expected. This is in agreement with ref. 7, where
optical gaps for the tetramantanes ranging from 5.94 to 6.10 eV
were reported, and 6.06 to 6.49 eV for the lower diamondoids.

This trend further continues, to a smaller additional extent,
for the pentamantanes. For all the isomers the first excited state is
the bright one, dominated by a HOMO - LUMO transition. The
transition is centered at 6.52 eV for the 1D isomer and 6.51 eV for the
2D isomer, whereas it is a little higher at 6.58 eV for the 3D isomer.
Experimental optical gaps are also in a narrow range, between 5.8
and 5.9 eV. Like the isomers of tetramantane, there are more intense
allowed transitions at higher energies. Also, the 3D isomer shows
more electronic degeneracies than the other two isomers.

Vibronically resolved absorption and emission spectra of
Tetra and Penta isomers, as shown in Fig. 8, are also not
dramatically different from each other, and from those found for
the lower diamondoids. The vibronic absorption and emission
spectra of Tetra-1D, for example, in Fig. 8(a), show three peaks and
two shoulders in the higher energy region. The first peak is located
at the 0–0 transition energy, at 6.39 eV. The central peak, located at
about 6.55 eV, is the most intense peak. The emission spectrum is
practically a mirror image of the absorption spectrum. The vibronic
absorption spectra of the other two isomers of tetramantane, Tetra-
2D and Tetra-3D, retain the basic three peak nature, although the
peak positions are down-shifted by about 0.3 eV.

Fig. 6 Simulated IR (a), non-resonant Raman (b), as well as rR spectra ((c),
for various excitation wavelengths) of adamantane, in the range between
500 and 1700 cm�1. In all cases, a (Lorentzian) broadening of �G = 10 cm�1

was adopted. The dashed, vertical line corresponds to vibration no. 42 of
adamantane, at a wavenumber of 1340 cm�1.

Fig. 7 The optimized ground electronic states of three isomers of tetra-
mantane, C22H28 (left: [121], [123] and [1(2)3] from top to bottom), and of
pentamantane, C26H32 (right: [1212], [1234] and [1(2,3)4] from top to
bottom), optimized at the B3LYP/TZVP level of theory.
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The vibronic absorption and emission spectra of Penta-1D,
Penta-2D and Penta-3D are shown in Fig. 8(d)–(f ). Penta-1D and
Penta-3D isomers have similar spectra, with the 0–0 transition
centered at around 6 eV and the vertical transition at about
6.5 eV. Both absorption and emission spectra are highly fine-
structured. In Table 4, first six rows, we list different measures
for the excitation energies of the six higher diamondoids
studied in this work.

For the absorption spectrum of [1(2,3)4] (Penta-3D), a direct
comparison between theory and experiment7 is possible. The
experimental absorption spectrum shows (apart from pre-edge
spectral features and contributions due to higher excited electronic
states) for the lowest absorption band a similar vibronic fine-
structure as the one in Fig. 8(f ). Both in theory and in experiment
a vibrational level spacing of 0.155 eV is found. Also for emission
spectra (of triamantane, cf. Appendix B), a similar good agreement
is found. According to Fig. 8(f ) and Table 4, the computed main
maximum of the absorption spectrum is at 6.17 eV. In experiment,
the main maximum is at about 6.6 eV. For the emission spectrum
of triamantane, the experimental maximum is at 5.9 eV,10 and the
theoretical one at around 6.0 eV (Fig. 3(c)). The maxima of the
absorption and fluorescence bands show therefore an error of a few
tenths of an eV in theory, while the vibronic spacings are very
accurate. In stating this it should also be noted that the intensity of
the individual vibronic peaks depends sensitively on broadening
(see Appendix B). Hence the precise determination of main maxima
both in theory and experiment is somewhat uncertain.

The vibrational fine-structure in absorption and emission
spectra of higher diamondoids is characterized by similar peak
spacings to that for the lower diamondoids (typically around
0.15–0.17 eV), and has similar origins: upon excitations and
de-excitation, respectively, several modes are excited but a

dominant contribution comes from vibrations of methylene
groups between 1300 and 1400 cm�1 as before.

Not surprisingly, also the rR spectra (which are shown in
Fig. 13, Appendix C) are often dominated by peaks around these
wavenumbers, when excitation wavelengths close to the absorp-
tion maxima are used. For example, the rR spectra of Tetra-1D
are dominated at an excitation energy of 6.39 eV, by mode 96
with a vibrational wavenumber of 1365 cm�1, corresponding to
different bending motions of various methylene groups. At
different excitation energies, other modes can become domi-
nant in the rR spectrum. The rR spectra of Tetra-2D and Tetra-
3D show their highest peak at around 1340 cm�1. For Penta-1D,
the most intense scatterers are two modes corresponding to
different methylene bending motions. At lower excitation
energy, both modes are about equally intense while at higher
energies (6.32 eV), one mode, with a frequency of about
1360 cm�1 dominates. The rR spectra of Penta-2D and Penta-3D

Fig. 8 The vibronic absorption and emission spectra of three isomers of tetramantane (a)–(c) and pentamantane (d)–(f).

Table 4 Different measures for the optical gap of higher and artificial
diamondoids, obtained from B3LYP/TZVP: HOMO–LUMO gap DEHL

(HOMO–LUMO + 1 in the case of Tetra-1D), 0–0 transition energy
DE0–0, vertical transition energy DEvert, and main maximum of the vibronic
absorption spectrum DEvibro. All energies are in eV. Both trivial and
Balaban–Schleyer notations are used (if available)

Molecule DEHL DE0–0 DEvert DEvibro

Tetra-1D [121] 7.64 6.39 6.96 6.55
Tetra-2D [123] 7.35 6.06 6.64 6.22
Tetra-3D [1(2)3] 7.36 6.08 6.65 6.25
Penta-1D [1212] 7.21 6.00 6.52 6.17
Penta-2D [1234] 7.19 5.96 6.51 6.26
Penta-3D [1(2,3)4] 7.25 6.02 6.58 6.17
Dia = Dia (E) 6.23 5.14 5.52 5.41
Dia = Dia (Z) 6.22 5.11 5.50 5.38
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show an analogous behavior: modes involving CH2 bending
vibrations at around 1330 cm�1 (Penta-2D) and 1320 cm�1

(Penta-3D) dominate the spectrum at excitation wavelengths
around the absorption peaks.

In summary the higher diamondoids studied here share
many similarities with the lower diamondoids. The main effect
is a moderate shift of excitation and fluorescence spectra to
lower energies.

3.3 An artificial diamondoid: Dia = Dia

One way to perturb the electronic structure of diamondoids
strongly is to introduce unsaturated C-atoms. Recently, Schreiner
and coworkers synthesized, among other similar compounds, a
molecule consisting of two diamantane units, connected by a CQC
double bond.36 The compound comes in two stable forms, cis (Z)
and trans (E), whose structures are shown in Fig. 9. The striking
feature of this compound is the central CQC bond, with an
optimized bond-length of 1.345 Å for both isomers. The energies
of both isomers are very similar, with the Z isomer being more
stable by only 0.0017 eV (0.2 kJ mol�1) than the E isomer. Also,
most optical and spectroscopical properties are quite similar,
therefore we refer in what follows to the E-isomer only.

The lowest allowed transition in Dia = Dia (E), S1, is 5.50 eV
above the ground state according to Table 4. This is by more
than 1 eV lower than all DEvert values found so far, cf. Tables 2
and 3. The transition is of the HOMO - LUMO type. The
HOMO is a p-orbital localized at the CQC bond, while the
LUMO is more de-localized towards the outer periphery and
especially the C–H bonds of the molecule. The oscillator strength
is 0.0039, i.e., relatively low. In fact, the vertical, broadened
absorption spectrum of Dia = Dia (E) (not shown) is dominated
by another state, S4, at an energy DEvert of 6.34 eV, with an
oscillator strength of 0.83. This transition is dominated, for the
E-isomer, by a HOMO - LUMO + 2 transition, where LUMO + 2
is the p*-orbital of the CQC bond. (In the case of the Z-isomer,
the p*-orbital is LUMO + 1, and the brightest state is S5.)

In Fig. 10, we show the vibronically resolved absorption and
emission spectra for the lowest allowed transitions in Dia = Dia
(E) in panel (a), and the corresponding correlation function for
absorption in panel (b). Unlike in previous sections, in this case
G = 50 cm�1 was chosen.

Also this figure demonstrates the clear red-shift of spectra in
comparison to purely sp3-containing diamondoids. The maximum

of the absorption spectrum is at about 5.4 eV (cf. Table 4), and the
maximum of the emission spectrum is at around 4.7 eV. The tail of
the emission spectrum reaches regions below 4 eV.

The luminescence and absorption spectra show once more a
clear vibrational fine-structure. In the absorption spectrum, the
main vibrational progression is characterized by a vibrational
energy spacing of about 0.19 eV, or o B 1500 cm�1. The
correlation function of absorption shows a main recurrence
time t of 22 fs, which fits nicely to the expected value t = 2p/o,
which is also 22 fs. In the emission spectrum, we find a main
progression with a spacing slightly above 0.20 eV, or about
1600 cm�1. As earlier, we interpret the higher frequency as
being due to a dominating ground state vibration, and the
lower frequency as being due to the corresponding softened
vibration in the excited state. In fact, in the excited state the
CQC bond loses considerably its double-bond character, and
the bond length increases to 1.409 Å. (In the E isomer, the bond
is elongated to 1.412 Å.) Note that the geometry change in the
central portion of the molecule is therefore substantial (photo-
electron spectroscopic measurements on diamondoid mole-
cules connected by the CQC bond indicate that the vibronic
progression can be ascribed to the CQC stretching mode36). As
a consequence, the 0–0 transition is not seen in the absorption
or the emission spectrum for the lowest bright state of Dia = Dia.
This is different from what was found for pristine diamondoids,
and a clear prediction from theory.

In carrying the analysis further, we also calculated the rR
spectrum of Dia = Dia (E), for different excitation wavelengths,
cf. Fig. 11(a). From there it can be seen that the clearly
dominating mode, at an excitation energy of 5.59 eV, is the
CQC vibration at 1700 cm�1. (In the excited state, this vibration
is softened to 1530 cm�1). Also at the other excitation energies
(5.22 and 5.41 eV), the CQC vibration remains dominant, but
lower-frequency modes gain some importance as well. In
Fig. 11(b), we show the REP spectrum for this mode, for two
different broadenings. Again, the overall shape of the REP
spectrum is similar to the broadened absorption spectrum,
emphasizing the importance of the CQC vibrations for both
absorption and resonantly enhanced Raman spectra.

Experimentally, rR spectra of Dia = Dia in the gas phase and
in the solid have recently been determined.11 A strong signal
was found for the CQC vibration, also at around 1710 cm�1,
similar to our findings. The experimental REP spectrum of the

Fig. 9 The ground electronic state geometries of Dia = Dia (E) and Dia = Dia (Z), optimized at the B3LYP/TZVP level of theory.
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CQC vibration shows a resonance slightly above 5 eV (for the
crystalline phase), and somewhat higher for the gas phase
molecule. Our calculations support these observations, giving
a clear microscopic interpretation of its origins in addition.

In passing we note that we also studied other hybrids of
diamondoids with sp2-hybridized subunits, such as Ada = Ada
and Ada = Dia. These have similar properties to those of
Dia = Dia, and are therefore not further discussed here.

4 Summary and outlook

We studied vibrationally resolved absorption and emission spectra
of nine selected pristine diamondoids, and an sp2/sp3 hybrid, Dia =
Dia. Also, resonance Raman spectra were computed. For the
vibronic spectra, two-state models comprising the ground and the
first optically bright states were chosen, both calculated with
(TD-)B3LYP/TZVP, and the IMDHOFAD model was adopted to
account for vibrations. Time-dependent autocorrelation and cross-
correlation functions were used for absorption/emission and rR
spectra, respectively. These have two major advantages over time-
independent methods: (i) they avoid the explicit, costly computation
of Franck–Condon factors which makes them easily applicable to

medium-sized molecules; (ii) they allow for a clear, instructive
connection between stationary spectra by wave-packet dynamics.

Considering the pristine diamondoids, effects of size, symmetry,
and shape on optical properties were studied. For example, high
symmetry leads to forbidden transitions. By increasing the size of the
molecules, a general red-shift in absorption and emission occurs, an
effect which rapidly saturates with increasing size, however. Simple
measures such as the HOMO–LUMO gap were found to be no reliable
indicators for the optical gaps of these materials. Also, vertical
excitation (and de-excitation) energies are inaccurate. In fact, absorp-
tion and emission spectra of pristine diamondoids are highly struc-
tured vibronically, leading to a broadening and shift of optical bands.
The vibronic fine-structure seen in experiment is mostly due to the
excitation of combined C–C stretching and CH2 bending modes, at
around 1350 cm�1. Upon electronic excitation/de-excitation, geo-
metric changes occur which enforce these vibrations.

Resonance Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool to unravel
details of vibrations, complementary to IR, and much more
sensitive than non-resonance Raman. In particular, the modes
which determine the vibrational fine-structure in absorption
are resonantly enhanced when the energy of the exciting
photon matches the electronic excitation energy.

Fig. 10 (a) The vibronic absorption and emission spectra of Dia = Dia (E), using B3LYP/TZVP/IMDHOFAD. The maximal intensities of each spectrum are
normalized to 1. Lorentzian broadening was used with G = 50 cm�1 in this case. The dashed vertical lines represent the 0–0 transition and the vertical transition
energies, respectively. Panel (b) shows the corresponding correlation function hfg

0|e�iĤet|fg
0i (real and absolute parts), as well as the decay function e�Gt.

Fig. 11 (a) Resonance Raman spectra of Dia = Dia (E), using B3LYP/TZVP/IMDHOFAD, calculated at different excitation wavelengths and a broadening
parameter �G of 10 cm�1. The maximal intensities of each spectrum are normalized to 1. (b) REP spectrum of the CQC mode at 1700 cm�1, using two
different broadening parameters ~G of 50 cm�1 (solid line) and 1000 cm�1 (dashed), respectively.
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We also studied in some detail the sp2/sp3 hybrid, Dia = Dia.
A striking feature is a strong red-shift of lowest absorption and
emission bands. The vibrational fine-structure in absorption and
emission is now dominated by the CQC mode, which is weakened
upon electronic excitation. This mode, occurring at around
1700 cm�1 in the ground state, is greatly enhanced in the resonance
Raman spectrum, in striking agreement with experimental findings.

In summary, for the diamondoids studied here, the time-
dependent approach to vibronically resolved electronic spectroscopy
allowed us to gain detailed insight into molecular motions induced
by electronic transitions, and into optical properties in general. For
several properties in addition to the benefit of interpretative power,
theory also gives good quantitative agreement with experimental
facts. Nevertheless, several tasks remain for the future: higher-
energy transitions need to be studied, non-radiative couplings to
other states should be considered, and the validity of underlying
approximations (e.g., harmonic and Condon approximations)
should be carefully evaluated. We are confident that the research
line as advocated here, however, will eventually allow us to tackle the
most important task: a systematic screening of diamondoids,
including large and complex hybrid structures, with respect to their
optical and electronic properties and their spectroscopic features.

Appendix A: expressions for (cross)
correlation functions

In the IMDHOFAD model, the correlation function for absorp-
tion is given by

I0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

detA

s
e
�pT �A�1 �p=4

eig: (9)

The cross-correlation function I10 for Raman amplitudes can
be written as a (3N � 6)-dimensional vector with components

for each of the normal modes of the molecule. This vector has
the form

I10 ¼
1

2

� �1=2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

detA

s
e
�pT �A�1�p=4

eig
A�1p

i

 !
: (10)

In the equations above A is a matrix of size (3N� 6)� (3N� 6),

�p is a column vector of length (3N � 6) and g a phase. The

recipes for calculating these quantities are given in ref. 28.
What are needed are the equilibrium geometries of ground and
excited states �R

g
0 and �R

e
0, the vibrational frequencies og

1,. . .,og
3N�6

and oe
1,. . .,oe

3N�6 of vibrations of g and e, and finally also the
corresponding normal modes. From the normal modes one
obtains the Duschinsky matrix J of size (3N � 6) � (3N � 6),

and from frequencies, normal modes and geometries the dimen-
sionless origin shifts �D [a vector of length (3N � 6)] which are
needed to evaluate A, �p, and g.28

Appendix B: emission spectrum of Tria
and correlation function analysis

In order to analyze the correlation function approach and the
choice of the broadening factor G in more detail, we show in
Fig. 12, left panel, the luminescence spectrum of triamantane
for broadening factors of G = 1000 cm�1, 200 cm�1, 50 cm�1,
and 10 cm�1, respectively. With G = 1000 cm�1, the emission
spectrum is broad and structureless, with the maximum at
around 5.65 eV (lowest panel). This is not consistent with
experiment,32 according to which the spectrum has a main
maximum at around 6.0 eV, and a clear vibrational progression
with a spacing of about 0.17 eV. The experimental spectrum is
well compatible, however, with the choice G = 200 or G =
50 cm�1 in the figure. If, on the other hand, G is chosen very
small (G = 10 cm�1), ‘‘too much’’ vibrational fine-structure

Fig. 12 Left column: the vibronic emission spectrum of triamantane, using B3LYP/TZVP/IMDHOFAD, for different Lorentzian broadening factors G. The
right column shows the corresponding correlation functions hfe

0|e�iĤgt|fe
0i (real and absolute parts), as well as the decay functions e�Gt (dashed).
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appears compared to experiment. In passing we note that spectra
similar to those corresponding to G = 200 or G = 50 cm�1 had
already been obtained previously by a time-independent
method.37

Again, the structure of the emission spectra can nicely be
correlated with the time-evolution of correlation functions,
which are shown on the right panel of Fig. 12. The overall
width of the band is determined by the initial decay of the
correlation function on a timescale t0 of a few fs. A second
characteristic timescale t is set by the recurrences of the
correlation function, as above for absorption. The recurrence
times t for the emission spectra are 24.6 fs, 24.0 fs, and 24.3 fs
for Ada, Dia, and Tria, respectively, hence slightly shorter than
those for absorption according to Table 2. As a consequence,
the characteristic frequencies o = 2p/t, which determine the
vibronic progression of the emission spectra, are slightly larger
than for absorption, namely 1360 cm�1 for Ada, 1390 cm�1 for
Dia, and 1370 cm�1 for Tria, respectively.

Appendix C: rR spectra of higher
diamondoids

Resonance Raman spectra were determined for all higher
diamondoids, studied in this work. They are shown in Fig. 13
below, and partially discussed in the main text.
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